

How women are portrayed in the Sunday Papers

The three of us (one adult and two 10 year olds) looked at two Sunday papers over the course of the month. We viewed The Observer and The Mail on Sunday, thinking that we might be able to identify some discernable differences in the ways women were represented - unfortunately we were unable to.

We decided to just look through the papers and see what we noticed. We cut out pictures and had discussions about what we were finding along the way. After four Sundays we looked at all of our pictures and themed them. We found that the pictures of women predominantly fell into the following categories:

	1. Women s carers and with families
	2. Women with men
	3. Women shopping and in the kitchen		
	4. Women with not much on
	5. Women in adverts
	6. Rare Exceptions

We also noticed that women were virtually absent from Sports Magazines or sections. In the Observer Sports Monthly magazine we counted 177 identifiable men in pictures and 13 women. Notably we did not include adverts where women seemed to feature heavily.

In the Observer Sports Section there were just 6 pictures of women, and notably the majority of these weren’t playing sport.

Women mainly seemed to be  pictured alone when they were cooking, shopping, or selling products. Often they were scantily clad. Otherwise they were pictures alongside men.

In the main section of the Observer on Sunday we noticed:
Front page, 0 women
2nd page, 0 women (unless in an advert)
3rd page, 0 women
4th page, 0 women
5th page, 1 women holding on to her husband’s arm

We had interesting discussions about some of our pictures. One showing a woman in a tight, black leather cat-suit, high-heeled boots and holding guns, sparked off a discussion about what theme she fitted under. One of the younger members of our team felt she might fit under the `rare exceptions’ heading, as she was holding guns and `ready for action’. The other younger member though noticed the flowing hair (which would get in her eyes), the high heels (not so good for running) and the tightness of the clothes (very restrictive), and concluded that whilst she had clothes on, she had more in common with the undressed women and wasn’t really being presented as a credible action figure.

Another discussion focussed on the headline “Don’t worry your pretty little head Dave …..”. Again one of the younger of our group picked it out and said that it was insulting to women as it suggested we might be pretty but we didn’t have any brains. It was my partner who then pointed out that the comment was actually addressed to Dave Cameron not to women at all. It was at this point that I enraged, pointed out that it was therefore doubly offensive and layered with meaning. Not only was it insulting to women on the surface (ie beauty not brains), but also illustrated that the way to insult a man is to feminise him!  Aren’t family Sunday afternoons fun!

We concluded that women were shown in stereotypical and restricted roles by the media that didn’t represent to us the richness and diversity of our lives or the women we knew.

